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Oil note: oil prices have steadied after a strong ascent which contributed to recent 
higher inflation globally, looking forward this should help inflation stabilise as well with 
producers likely comfortable at current Brent oil price levels 
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•   After a sharp run up in international oil prices in the second half of last year, and early this 
year, oil prices have steadied since February, which should aid in soothing global 
inflationary pressures, although base effects from last year’s low prices are still to work 
out the system. 

•   Global inflation rose markedly in April this year on base effects from the collapse in 
commodity prices a year ago in the face of the pandemic. While commodity prices have 
risen substantially since, gains are likely to be milder going forward, helping to anchor 
inflation.  

•   For inflation both globally and domestically, we continue to expect that base effects will 
cause readings to come out markedly higher in May, and keep inflation elevated over the 
rest of this year and into early next, but not cause it to continue to climb substantially 
higher after May. 

•   However, the sharp jump up in many countries’ inflation readings in April, and expected 
further lift in May, has given rise to concern this may be repeated further, leading worries 
of a high global inflationary environment, particularly given the current commodities’ 
boom.  

•   Commodity prices in general have recouped their losses from last year’s pandemic and 
from the erosion caused by US-led trade wars. The price recovery has been driven by 
both expectations of demand and growing actual demand as well as supply shortages.  

•   Supply conditions for commodities generally will ease as vaccinations cover more 
workforces and lift production, while the highs commodities’ prices have reached are also 
stimulatory for production, including exploration, but price lifts from here will likely be much 
more modest. 

•  Oil prices are unlikely to see further substantial strength after the quotas (supply 
limitations) instituted by the global oil production cartel and its affiliated producers, OPEC+ 
(Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries) pushed prices to current levels.  
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•   For South Africa, Brent crude oil is its key import, and it has run in the US$60-70/bbl range 
since February, averaging around US$65/bbl. Currently it is at US$68/bbl, and could stay 
in this region as this appears comfortable for OPEC+, barring unexpected shocks. 

•   Consequently, oil prices are not expected to see substantial increases this quarter, nor 
into the second half of this year. Instead, with cooling commodities’ price acceleration in 
general, inflation outcomes should not see a further, a marked acceleration from June. 
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•   International oil price movements will continue to depend on quota decisions from OPEC+, 
along with global travel restrictions, vaccine rollouts and the path of COVID-19 infections. 
Any upwards oil price pressure will likely be driven more by the impact of quotas than 
demand. 

•   As demand rises for oil, OPEC+ is likely to roll back its quotas on supply, as it has in the 
past, allowing demand to meet supply. Other energy prices (excluding oil) could see some 
upwards price pressure from improving demand as they have not been artificially 
supported by quotas. 

•   While not expected, the oil price does remain at risk of volatility however, as it is also 
heavily influenced by financial market sentiment on global economic growth and other 
developments, either positive or negative such as slower or quicker global vaccine rollouts 
than expected.   

•   Geo-political tensions in the Middle-East remain a concern for the oil outlook, as do any 
major supply disruptions, with OPEC+ not that quick to adjust quotas, and so marked price 
volatility can easily occur. The most likely scenario however is for Brent around US$65/bbl 
this year. 
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•   Stabilisation in oil prices is clearly helpful for inflation, and SA’s CPI inflation has been 
boosted from 2.9% y/y in February, to 4.4% y/y in April. Oil price movements in the month 
before influence SA’s inflation, with Brent of US$34bbl for March 2020 versus $66bbl in 
March 2021. 

•   South Africa’s CPI inflation is expected to average a moderate 4.4% y/y for 2021, close to 
the mid-point of the target range of 4.5% y/y, despite some monthly volatility and a 
temporary rise in May to 5.2% y/y. Similar temporary volatility is expected in global inflation 
figures too. 

•   The rand’s strength has assisted in moderating the inflation impact of commodity prices 
recently for SA, and the domestic currency continues to be a key gainer from both the 
commodity boom and the perceived improvements in its domestic political environment. 

•   While higher oil prices have been helpful for oil exporting nations, with additional revenues 
aiding their economic recoveries, it has not been helpful for oil importing nations, or for 
the global recovery, as oil prices rose artificially quickly on quotas, and not demand. 

•   Global economic activity is continuing to show strong evidence of recovery, led by 
industrial activity with global PMI readings showing strong outcomes, above expectations 
and at recent highs, as supply side pressures drive inflation, and not yet substantial 
demand pressures.  
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